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As the first disposable device for outpatient endometrial aspiration in cancer
screening, the Pipelle de Cornier® has become the reference in gynecological
practice. 

Sampling with the Pipelle de Cornier® is extremely well tolerated by patients, 
and causes little to no bleeding. It bends easily to follow the curves of the cervix
and the uterus, and to remain in contact with the uterine wall.

Over 200 publications worldwide attest to its reliability, effectiveness and safety. 
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Pipelle de Cornier®

The gold standard
The genuine device

Pipelle de Cornier®

Reference 1103000

Packaging Box of 25 units

Outer diameter 3.1 mm

Length 23.5 cm

Lateral orifice diameter 2.1 mm

Insertion depth markings 4, 7, 8 and 10 cm

Distal surface sleek

Pipelle® H

Reference 1112301

Packaging Box of 10 units

Outer diameter 3.1 mm

Length 50 cm

Lateral orifice diameter 2.1 mm

Insertion depth markings Centimeter markings over 
20 cm at proximal extremity

Distal surface sleek

Based on the original Pipelle de Cornier® device, and developped in collaboration 
with Dr. Adam Magos at the Royal Free Hospital of London, the Pipelle® H optimizes
endometrium sampling when performing a diagnostic hysteroscopy.

Owing to its length (50 cm), the Pipelle® H produces enough suction to collect a large
volume of endometrial tissue, despite the presence of the distension medium, and without
having to repeat the procedure several times.

Once the hysteroscopic examination of the uterine cavity is finished, the Pipelle® H is fed
through the hysteroscope’s diagnostic sheath, instead of the optic, up to the uterine fundus.
A biopsy is then taken in the usual fashion.

Histological sampling during hysteroscopy

n Class I medical device, 
complying with Directive
93/42/EEC 

n CE 0120 Marking

n Single use

n Latex free

n Individual packaging

n Sterilized with ethylene oxide
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+ 200 publications worldwide 

Pipelle® H
Dr. Magos - Royal Free Hospital of London

Watch the videos at:

www.ccd-international.com
www.gynendo.com

20 cm insertion depth markings to assess the section 
overhanging the hysteroscope’s sheath

Plunger to collect 
the histology specimen

lateral opening 
and smooth round-shaped tip

Insertion depth markings

Indentation

Indentation


